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and self-important, curiously erratic in his culture, was never quite at home in England, perhaps not quite at home upon this planet. He had been a friend of Prince Henry, but something divided him from Charles. His taste in painting was too catholic to be fashionable, but he may have taught the King to appreciate the Diirers he gave him, the inherited Holbeins, the one Rembrandt in the royal collection. But the two men differed in their view of art, as in their temperament. Indeed, it is a sign of the period that men were much in doubt as to what was art and what was not. Both Charles and Arundel had grasped the notion, by no means self-evident to the contemporary Englishman, that pictures have an intrinsic standard of their own, apart from their value as records or their place in a scheme of decoration. Outside the sphere of painting, Arundel seems to have been caught in the stream of the later Renaissance, somewhat muddied by its taste for the merely curious. Though Arundel had fine taste, he is probably more responsible than any other man for the habit of collecting things of no practical use and doubtful artistry; he plays his part in the actions and reactions which gradually transformed the sparse dignity of Elizabethan interiors into the huddled monstrosity of the Victorian drawing-room.
While Arundd collected foreign curios, England was doing excellent work in applied art, and the adornment of the things of everyday life. There was a high standard in costume and furniture; in Charles's reign, and probably through his influence, heraldic design took a, last turn for the better; silver-work, shedding its Elizabethan extravagances, enjoyed an Indian summer, with the melting-pots of the Civil War already grinning for its destruction. Charles seems to have been happy in the company of craftsmen. Sir Philip Warwick draws a delightful picture of his conversing with them, as with scholars and artists, willing to learn and yet shedding fresh light on their problems himself, never differing from them without a

